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Abstract Body: 

Background: Left atrial appendage (LAA) occlusion has been debated as a method of 

stroke prevention in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) undergoing cardiac surgery; 

however, the value of this procedure has never been properly evaluated in a randomized 

surgical trial. Two moderately sized trials using percutaneous LAA closure devices suggest 

that LAA occlusion may reduce stroke; however, these studies are underpowered, employ 

expensive technology, and exclude patients with valvular disease who represent over 50% 

of AF patients having cardiac surgery. LAAOS III aims to assess whether, in patients with 

a history of AF undergoing cardiac surgery for another indication, concomitant LAA 

occlusion decreases the risk of stroke and non-cerebral systemic embolism on top of usual 

care including anticoagulation. 

Methods: Patients ≥18 years undergoing a cardiac surgery with documented atrial 

fibrillation/flutter and a CHA2DS2-VASc score ≥ 2 were eligible. Consenting participants 

were randomized to surgical LAA occlusion, or not, at the time of cardiac surgery. All 

patients continued to receive antithrombotic therapy according to international guidelines. 

Patients, research nurses, and primary care physicians are blinded to treatment arm. The 

primary outcome of the trial is a composite of ischemic stroke or systemic embolism. 

Results: A total of 4811 patients were enrolled at 133 centres in 31 countries. Median 

follow-up is over 3 years. The mean age is 71 years, 67% are male, and the mean 

CHA2DS2-VASC score is 4.2. Twenty-one percent of patients underwent isolated CABG 

surgery, while 67% of patient underwent some type of valve replacement. Compliance with 

allocation was 93%, and 76% of patients remained on oral anticoagulation at 3 years. The 

final data analysis will be completed and will be available for the ACC presentation. 

Conclusion: This study will provide pivotal information and have a direct impact on the 

management of patients with AF undergoing cardiac surgery. LAA occlusion continues to 

be debated at the largest cardiovascular meetings; LAAOS III is well positioned to settle 

this debate. 

 


